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Details of Visit:

Author: fodenboy
Location 2: South Croydon
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 27 Oct 2012 14:15
Duration of Visit: 30
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.acemassage.net/gingkaeothaimassage/gingkaeothaimassage.htm
Phone: 07876342090

The Premises:

Clean apartment, the budouir of which was nicely lit with subtle lighting and soft music, behind a
row of shops on the A236/A235 junction near South Croydon rail station. Entrance is via a staircase
behind the shops, so easy to slip in unnoticed by shoppers or cars on the main Croydon-Brighton
road.

The Lady:

Slim but nicely curvy Thai woman, aged 25-30, with a small tattoo on her peachy bottom.

The Story:

After texting ahead to ask for the street address, got a reply in under 3 mins giving full address and
very helpful directions (maybe a standard, pre-prepared SMS they send to enquiring punters).
Was shown in by the maid, led into the room and told Katie would would be with me shortly, and
offered a choice of (soft) drinks, which I accepted. A minute or two later, the sound of heels on the
wooden flooring heralded the arrival of a Thai girl in bra and knickers, holding a wine glass full of
liquid and asking 'would you like some of this?' with a saucy smile. Felt a stirring in my pants
immediately, I must say!
Katie was a delightful mixture of the chatty and the seductive, knowing instinctively when to use her
mouth for things other than talking. She lightly massaged me for 5-10 minutes, with just enough
light touches between my legs to get me really hard, then gave some expert covered oral which I
had to curtail because by this time I wanted so much to be between her legs. A brief delay ensued
while she changed condoms (?), but the sex was really nice, a kind-of girlfriend experience that felt
more intimate than the usual punt because of the earlier chat and the elusive 'something' that one
occasionally gets when punting (which offsets those so-so punts one often gets). Even after I had
climaxed, there appeared to be no indecent rush to disentangle, with more than a few kisses and
mutual carressing before we started to get dressed.

Overall, a really nice
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